Scrapology Challenge Step 2
From your first set of directions you should have:
5” strips in a variety of darks with a minimum strip 5” x 5½”
5” strips in a variety of lights with a minimum strip 5” x 5 ½”
4 ½” strips in a variety of darks with a minimum strip 4 ½” x 5”
1. From a variety of your dark 5” fabric strips or 5” pieces you will cut several
triangles from the Creative Grids Spider Web Ruler or use
template instead of the ruler. From the ruler you will line up your 5” line at
bottom of your strip. The black tip will be off the end of fabric. Cut on each side
of the ruler, then flip your ruler so the point is toward you and cut again until
you get as many cuts as possible. Hint: You will need a total of 4 dark triangles
to make a block, but remember to think scrappy.
2. From a variety of your light 5” fabric strips or 5” pieces you will cut several
triangles from the Creative Grids Spider Web Ruler or use
template instead of the ruler. From the ruler you will line up your 5” line at
bottom of your strip. The black tip will be off the end of fabric. Cut on each side
of the ruler, then flip your ruler so the point is toward you and cut again until
you get as many cuts as possible. Hint: You will need a total of 4 light triangles
to make a block, but remember to think scrappy.
3. From a variety of your dark strips that are at least 4 ½” or 4 ¼” you will cut
squares. So if your strip pieces are 4 ½” you cut 4 ½” squares. If you have 4 ¼”
then cut 4 ¼” squares. Next cut your squares in half diagonally from point to
point once. Hint: either size will work for this challenge because the end block
gets squared up.
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